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TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK HAVING 
MULTI-FUNCI' ION SPARE NETWORK BLOCK 

This invention relates to telecommunications switch 
ing systems, and more particularly to the network por 
tion of such systems where connections between the 
various ports are completed. 
The ultimate purpose of the telephone switching 

network is to connect two or more terminals. Cross bar 
switches, reed switches and the like which actually 
complete metallic circuits are well known, readily un 
derstandable and have crosspoints which are not overly 
difficult to troubleshoot. The present invention relates 
to an “all time” switch, that is, one wherein samples of 
information are received, stored, delayed in time then 
transmitted, such that the samples are switched from 
one time slot to another for effecting communication 
between the terminals assigned to those time slots. Such 
networks, rather than using metallic contacts, use semi 
conductor memories for storing the samples as they are 
sequentially received, and for reading out the stored 
information under the control of additional semicon 
ductor memories (known as connection memories) to 
swap samples between time slots for the purpose of 
communicating between terminals assigned to those 
slots. In this type of system samples from a whole array 
of access ports at the input are channeled down to a 
very small number of busses in the network for switch 
ing and then demultiplexed after switching for distribu 
tion to the ports. Because of the density of information 
at the network, a failure therein may disable all or a 
very major portion of the entire switching exchange. 

In order to minimize the possibility of disabling the 
switching system in that fashion, many large central 
of?ce type switching exchanges have been con?gured 
with redundant networks such that if a primary fails the 
backup is immediately put on line. In those systems, 
either the entire network is duplicated or if the network 
is con?gured in blocks, each block is duplicated such 
that a dedicated backup is provided for each primary. In 
that kind of system each spare block has an identity 
which is the same as the primary for which it exists. The 
spare may, for example, be operated in parallel with the 
primary such that connections are written to both. An 
other approach would be to provide a dedicated DMA 
channel between primary and secondary such that if the 
primary is disabled the memory contents thereof may be 
transferred by a DMA‘operation to the spare. 

Because complete duplication of a network involves 
considerable hardware and therefore considerable extra 
cost, in many smaller switching systems it has not been 
feasible to provide backup network equipment. 

In view of the foregoing, it is a general aim of the 
present invention to economically provide a switching 
network of enhanced reliability while avoiding the need 
to completely duplicate the network. More speci?cally, 
it is an object to provide a network having a plurality of 
primary blocks and only a single spare network block, 
the identity of the spare block being programmable to 
assume the identity of any of the primary blocks. 

In greater detail it is a further object to con?gure the 
primary and spare blocks such that replacement is ef 
fected at a point in the multiplexing/demultiplexing 
scheme where redundancy has the greatest effect on 
overall system reliability. More speci?cally, it is an 
object ‘to con?gure the multiplexing/demultiplexing 
scheme to accomplish multiplexing in two stages, and to 
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2 
include the second or higher order stage in the network, 
such that it is backed up by the spare block. ' 
Other objects and advantages will become apparent 

from the following detailed description when taken in 
conjunction with the drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a general block diagram illustrating a tele 

communications switching system forming an exem 
plary environment for the network according to the 
present invention; ’ 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the overall 

architecture of the network; ‘ ' 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the relationship 

between‘ the network, its control and associated jpor 
tions of the switching system; ' 
FIGS. 4a-c form a logic diagram of 

parallel to serial converter; " , ' 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the high level interface 

circuit; I . ' 3 - ‘ 

FIGS. 6a-b form a logic diagram of ‘the CPU A inter 
face circuit; and 
FIGS. 7a-e form a logic diagram of the CPU B inter 

face circuit. , ‘ ‘ , ‘ 

While the invention will be described in connection 
with certain embodiments presently considered to be 
preferred, there is no intent to limit it to those embodi 
ments. On the contrary, the intent is to cover all alterna 
tives, modi?cations and equivalents included within the 
spirit ‘and scope of theinvention as de?ned by the ap 
pended claims. ‘ ‘. " ‘ 

Turning now to the drawings, FIG. 1 shows in block 
diagram form a telephone switching system which pro 
vides an exemplary environment for a network accord 
ing to the present invention. The system is adapted for 
connection to a plurality of lines represented by tele 
phone instruments 30, 31, and to a plurality of trunks 
generally indicated at 32. The general term access ports 
will be used herein to denote the switching system in 
puts which are available for these andother such input 
devices. Circuitry is provided to interface the access 
ports to the ‘switching systems,‘ such circuitry being 
represented by line circuits 33, 34, analog‘trunk circuits 
35 and digital trunk‘ circuits‘ 36. Since the switching 
system is of the four wire variety, the line circuits 33, 34 
and the analog trunk circuits which are connected to 
two wire trunksinclude hybrids for converting the two 
wire line signals to four wire for use by the switching 
system. v , 

In addition to the line and trunk equipment which is 
connected to the access ports, the system is capable of 
servicing additional ‘equipment to provide special fea 
tures, such features being represented by element 38. 
For example, the systemmay be ‘con?gured to provide 
paging, code call, niulti-port conferencing and the like. 
Additional apparatus as required, for example audio 
equipment for use with the paging feature, is indicated 
generally at 39. a i ‘ ‘ ‘ 

In the illustrated embodiment, also treated as con 
nected to access ports are dial receivers and registers 40 
which receive and interpret dialed numbers, and digital 
tone generators 41 which produce progress tones as 
required by the system. ‘ 
As suggested earlier, the switching ‘system is con?g 

ured as a four wire digital time switch and therefore 
requires conversion of the analog information presented 
to the analog access ports to digital format. To that end, 
a plurality of code converters are provided, indicated 
generally at 45. In the preferred embodiment, the code 
which is utilized is the standard D2/D3 PCM code 

the serial to 
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using an 8 bit format, a 1.544 megabit transmission rate 
and a compression ratio having p. = 235. The code 
converter block 45 may therefore be implemented using 
a plurality of rather conventional T1 PCM code con 
verters, each capable of handling 24 channels. It is also 
preferable to modify the system by providing two addi 
tional bits in each word, the 9th bit for signaling and the 
10th bit for parity. One practical embodiment of the 
illustrated switching system is intended to handle a 

‘ maximum capacity of 3,088 channels, 3,072 active and 
16 lost to framing. FIG. 1 illustrates such a system, 
showing a bus structure 46 comprising 128 busses each 
carrying 24 channels of digital information to a low 
level multiplexer 48. The low level multiplexer contin 
ues to converge the information which originated at the 
plurality of separated access ports toward the network. 
It combines groups of four of the 24 channel busses 46 
into a 96 channel serial bus structure 47. In the system of 
the size illustrated, 32 of the 96 channel busses are pro 
vided, those busses being routed to the network 50 
where connections between the various access ports are 
effected. . 

In the physical implementation of the system, the 
input circuits, code converters and low level multiplex 
ers will not be segmented into separate blocks as'sug 
geste‘d in FIG. 1, but will be intermixed along functional 
lines to minimize wiring between cards in producing the 
96 channel busses. For example, in the equipment frame 
which services the line circuits, a plurality of ?les are 
provided, each ?le including four code converters and 
the necessary line circuits to support the four code 
converters along with one low level multiplexer such 
that each ?le in that frame is capable of supporting one 
of the.96 channel busses. The busses are in the form of 
cables which are then routed from each ?le to the 
equipment frame which houses the network circuitry. 
In some cases, such as in the trunk circuits‘it may take 
two ?les to produce% channels of information, but 
even in those cases the equipment is segmented with a 
view toward each segment servicing one of the busses 
which serve as inputs to the network. With the equip 
ment con?gured in that way, the failure‘of a single line 
or trunk circuit affects only that line or trunk, the failure 
of a code converter affects only 24 channels, and the 
failure of a low level multiplexer affects a particular 96 
channels, which‘is only 3% of the total system. As a 
result, a failure of any of those elements, although im 
portant, is not extremely signi?cant as to the health of 
the overall switching system. However, as the informa 
tion continues to converge toward the network, the 
failure of an element beyond the 96 channel serial level 
has an ever increasing impact on the overall health of 
the system. Accordingly, backup equipment is provided 
for the equipment beyond the 96 channel level as will be 
described in greater detail below. 

Before moving on to that facet, attention will be ?rst 
directed to the switching system common control 
which, in the illustrated embodiment, is a distributed 
multiprocessor control complex 51, described in greater 
detail in Pitroda et al. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
734,732 (now abandoned) entitled Microprocessor Con 
trol Complex. As shown in FIG. 1 the distributed pro 
cessor control 51 has circuit connections to the elements 
described thus far for causing those elements to perform 
the function of the switching exchange. As a generality, 
the control complex keeps track of the current status of 
each access port in the system, detects requests for 
service, and determines next state for each of the access 
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ports, and effects changes from one state to another, 
such as by writing connections in the network. 
For the sake of completeness FIG. I shows attendant 

consoles 52 coupled to the distributed processor control 
for allowing an attendant to monitor system connec 
tions, establish new connections and the like. A system 
status and maintenance panel 53 is a troubleshooting aid 
and provides the ability to display the status of particu 
lar equipment as well as the ability to recon?gure the 
system manually. A data terminal 54 provides a port for 
entry of information into the processor complex 51 as 
well as output of information therefrom. A remote ter 
minal interface 55 provides similar capabilities to a sta 
tion at a remote site. Finally, a ?exible disc 56 carries 
the entire program for the system and may be actuated 
in the event the software loses its sanity to reload the 
program in order to place the system back on line. 

Turning now to FIG. ,2, there is shown‘ the general 
architecture of the network 50, comprising‘ four pri 
mary blocks 60-63, and a spare block 64. The network 
inputs, as well as its outputs are considered, in the pres 
ent case, to be the 96 channel serial bus structure 47 
which carries information‘to and from the line, trunk 
and service circuitry. In the illustrated embodiment 
serial to parallel to serial converter means,‘generally 
indicated at 66, serves as the network input and output 
for servicing the bus structure 47. The converters feed 
respective high level multiplexers 67, which further 
converge the digital information toward the switching 
elements, the‘information memories 68 which operate 
under the control of the connection memories in such 
“all time” switches. \ 

In the illustrated embodiment each of the network 
blocks is capable of handling ‘768 channels of informa 
tion. To ef?ciently accommodate that capacity, the 
serial to parallel to serial converter of each block is 
con?gured as four cards, each card capable of handling 
two of the 96 channel bussesLAccordingly, each block 
handles 8 of the 96 channel busses, providing as an input 
to the information memory a bus carrying information 
from 768 channels. _ ' 

Referring to converter card 660 of block 0, it is seen 
that the card is segmented into foursections 0-3 at the 
low level end, the 0 block having 96 channel busses B1, 
B2 connected thereto, and having a common section at 
the high level end providing two output busses 70 to the 
high level multiplexer 67. Each of the remaining'cards 
in block 0 is connected in the same manner to service 
the 96 channel busses B3-B8. In block 1, the 1 section of 
the converter card is used, in block 2, the 2 section and 
in block 3, the 3 section. The spare network block con 
verter cards have all four sections connected to the 
incoming busses, for example, card 66b serving busses 
B1, B2, B9, B10, B17, B18, B25 and B26. Con?guring 
the converter cards in this manner allows a single card 
type to function as any of the primary blocks when 
inserted in the appropriate location in the card ?le or as 
a spare block converter when inserted in the spare block 
file. 
The serial to parallel to serial converters accept the 

serial information from the associated busses, convert it 
to parallel, and hold that converted data on their output 
busses such as 70 for reception by the high level multi 
plexer 67 at the appropriate time during its scan of the 
converters. Operating in the opposite direction, the 
converters 66 accept demultiplexed parallel informa 
tion, convert it to serial and drive the return busses 
Bl-B32 for distribution of the information via the low 
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level multiplexers to the access ports. It should be noted 
that each bus B1-B32 is actually implemented as a pair 
of unidirectional busses, although for convenience each 
is illustrated herein as a single bidirectional bus. The 
high level multiplexer 67, as noted above, cyclically 
accepts the parallel information from the converters to 
provide parallel information to the information memo 
ries on 768 channel busses 72. Such information is writ 
ten into the information memories in dedicated time 
slots. Under the control of connection memories, the 
information memories are read out for inserting such 
information on the return 768 channel busses to the high 
level multiplexer 67, where it is demultiplexed, trans 
mitted to the converter cards 66, serialized for transmis 
sion back through the low level multiplexer, the D/A 
section of the code converters for distribution to the 
line, trunk, or register circuits as needed. _ 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram which gives further detail 

of the relationship between the elements illustrated in 
FIG. 2 and the control therefor. FIG. 3 illustrates only 
a single serial to parallel to serial converter 66 and the 
two low level multiplexers 48 which it services. How 
ever, the high level multiplexer 67, although shown 
connected only to the single serial to parallel to serial 
converter 66 also has circuit connections (not shown) to 
the additional three converter cards in that block. FIG. 
3 shows the high level multiplexer 67 feeding the signals 
toward the information memory 68 for storage therein, 
just as illustrated in FIG. 2. In this instance, however, 
demultiplexing is accomplished in a comparator and 
comparator interface 74. This element is utilized when 
the network is con?gured for three party conferencing, 
and accepts samples from two memory elements within 
the information memory, compares the information 
during each time slot and transmits the larger of the two 
samples. Strobe pulses to the serial to parallel to serial 
converter ‘66 cause the parallel registers therein to re 
ceive the result of the comparison in the appropriate 
time slot. In effect, the comparator and comparator 
interface 74 accomplishes the demultiplexing which 
complements the multiplexing performed in the element 
67. 

FIG. 3 also illustrates the control portions of a net 
work block, including a pair of high level interfaces 75, 
75' which receive datafrom the control complex 51 
(FIG. 1) for distribution to selected network blocks. 
The control complex as well as the high level interfaces 
are described in greater detail in the aforementioned 
U.S. application Ser. No. 734,732 (now abandoned). In 
the distributed control complex arrangement taught 
therein the state microprocessor is the control element 
for the network. Also as taught therein, only one of the 
high level interfaces is active at a time, the second unit 
being provided for complete redundancy, such that a 
failure in an active interface causes the automatic actua 
tion of its partner. To that end, both the input and out 
put bus structure of the interfaces are connected in 
parallel. The state microprocessor communicates 
through the high level interface 75 or 75’ to network 
interface cards identi?ed as CPU A interface 76 and 
CPU B interface 77. The CPU A interface 76 is used 
both for maintenance and call processing and accom 
plishes‘ partial decoding of addresses passed through the 
high level interface 75, 75'. The CPU B interface 77 
receives data words from the control complex for writ 
ing connections in the network memories. More speci? 
cally, data is received which indicates the address of a 
particular location to be written, and further data is 
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received which is the actual data to be written at that 
addressed location. Accordingly, the CPU B interface 
77 has circuit connections for both address and data to 
the connection memory 79. As a result, connections can 
be written into the connection memory which cause the 
swap of information received by‘the information mem 
ory 68 between time slots associated with the connected 
channels. 
The high level interface circuits are considered to be 

a part of the control complex and, in effect, provide the 
portion of the bus structure which interfaces the control 
complex with the network. As such, the active one of 
the high level interfaces 75, 75’ services all of the net 
work blocks. By way of contrast, the CPU interfaces 
76, 77 are considered to be a part of the network block. 
Accordingly, ?ve of each pair are provided in the maxi 
mum size system, a pair for each of the primary blocks 
and a pair for the spare. The high level interfaces 75, 75' 
are connected to all ?ve sets. But, as will be described in 
greater detail below, each pair has a unique address 
which is decoded to allow only one of the network 
blocks to respond to an instruction from the control 
complex, such that the control complex has the ability 
to selectively address each block. In practicing ‘the 
invention the spare network block, when enabled,tre 
sponds to one of the primary addresses, such that the 
control complex, at least in the call processing mode, 
need only address the primary blocks. Accordingly, 
when the spare is put on line, the spare responds in the 
place of the block which it replaced, without the call 
processing programs knowing that to be the case. As a 
result, the call processing software is simpli?ed since 
the software need not change, nor must a separate pro~ 
gram be provided to cover the eventuality of using the 
spare in place of a primary. Once the spare is activated, 
and a failed primary disabled, call processing continues 

‘ just as if the primary were on line, although the spare 
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carries out the functions which are directed to the dis 
abled primary. 
With that in mind, attention will now be directed to 

the speci?c circuitry of the network elements where 
there is illustrated the details of one implementation of 
a network block according to the invention. As the 
description proceeds, among the things which will be 
come apparent is the universality of each circuit card or 
circuit, such that each may serve as any of the primaries 
or as the spare, as well as the selectivity, whereby each 
of the universal cards is assigned a particular and unique 
function in a particular system con?guration. 
Turning now to FIGS. 4a-c, there is shown the con 

verter means 66, interposed between the low level and 
high level multiplexers (see FIG. 3). The converter 

' performs a serial to parallel conversion on data received 
from the low level multiplexer, holding it'ready on 
output lines for reception by the high level multiplexer. 
In the opposite direction, the converter performs a 
parallel to serial conversion, accepting parallel data 
from the comparator and serializing it for reception by 
the low level multiplexer. Since each data word in the 
serial bit stream contains 8 bits, and since 8 converters‘ 
feed a single high level multiplexer, the bit rate of both 
the low level and high level multiplexers remains the 
same, although the high level multiplexer handles eight ' 
times the amount of data. Accordingly, the bit rate of 
both the low level and high level multiplexers is about 
6.176 mHz., allowing about 162 nanoseconds for each 
data bit and approximately 1300 nanoseconds for each 8 
bit word. 
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FIG. 4a shows the serial to parallel portion of the 
converter circuit, and includes a set of four tri~state 
drivers 100-103, which are portions of the low end 
circuitry, segmented in FIG. 2 into blocks 0-3. The 
input busses, that is the cables which emanate from the 
line, trunk and service circuit frames are connected to 
the driver inputs, and particularly to one of the four 
groups which is associated with the particular network 
block in interest. Such connections are made to the 
connector at the back plane of the frame, such'that 
when a board is inserted in the connector the appropri 
ate drivers receive signals. Thus, the cables carrying the 
96 serial channels would be wired to connectors such 
that in block 0, signals would be provided to the drivers 
100, in block 1 to the drivers 101, in block 2 to the 
drivers 102 and in block. 3 to the drivers 103. As noted 
in connection with the description of PEG. 2, the con 
nectors of the spare network block cards are wired such 
that all of the drivers 100-103 would have input signals 
provided thereto. 

In order to assure that only one of the blocks of driv 
ers are active at any given time, means are provided for 
selectively enabling the blocks, shown herein as en 
abling means 105. The enabling means, in the present 
embodiment, is in the form of a one of four decoder 
which has four outputs, one of which is driven low 
depending upon the state of the input signals. The input 
signals are identi?ed as NBIDOFF* and NBID1FF*, 
the mnemonic indicating network block identi?cation 
(0 or 1) flip-flop, the asterisk indicating that the low 
logic state is true. These input signals are hardwired in 
the case of the primary blocks and programmable in the 
case of the spare block, for the purpose of selecting and 
activating one of the four blocks of drivers, and thereby 
partially assigning an identity to the particular con 
verter. For example, if both inverted ID bits are high, 
output 106 is driven low, such signal being provided to 
inverter 107, which drives its output high to enable the 
four tri-state drivers 110-113. The codes (non-inverted) 
for the primary channels are as follows: 

Block IDl ‘ IDO 

0 0 0 
l 0 1 
2 I 0 
3 1 1 

Recalling that each card is capable of handling two 
96 channel serial ‘cusses, the leads 115, 116 for the 100 
block provide the input ports for such busses. In a prac 
tical implementation of the system, in addition to the 8 
data bits per channel, there are also carried a signaling 
bit and a parity bit. The latter two bits are carried on a 
separate bus, in the illustrated embodiment the bus 117 
carrying signaling and parity for the data on bus 115, 
and the bus 118 carrying signaling and parity for the 
data on bus 116. Each of the other driver blocks is 
similarly arranged. The bus 115, for example, receives 
from the low level multiplexer PCM data for Group X 
LMPCM*G(X), the bus 116 similar data for Group X 
+ 1, while the busses 117, 113 receive LMSIG*G(X) 
and (X + l). 
The PCM data passed by the drivers 110, 111, as well 

as their counterparts in the other driver blocks, is pres 
ented to the input of associated 8 bit shift registers 120, 
121 where it is clocked in under the control of an in 
coming data 162 nanosecond clock L162l* coupled to 
the register via inverter 122. When a full 8 bit word has 
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0 
been received, the output lines of the respective regis 
ters represent that 8 bit word in parallel, and that paral 
lel data is strobed into latches 124, 125 under the control 
of an incoming data 1300 nanosecond clock L1300I* 
coupled to the latches via inverter 123. The latches 124, 
125 accept the data under the control of the aforemen 
tioned clock and hold it on output lines 126, 127 in 
preparation for acceptance of that data by the high level 
multiplexer. 

Referring now to the signaling and parity bits, each of 
those bits are sent twice during each 1300 nanosecond 
interval, such that they are clocked at a 324 nanosecond 
interval. Thus, the output of drivers 112, 113 are pro 
vided to respective shift registers 130, 131, and the re 
ceived data is clocked in by a 324 nanosecond clock 
L324I*, provided to the registers by way of buffering 
inverter 132. That data, following reception is therefore 
available at the output lines, and is clocked into a buffer 
ing latch 134 at the same time and by the same clock 
which updated the latches 124, 125. Accordingly, dur 
ing each 1300 nanosecond interval, a data word from 
each of the two serial busses is clocked into the registers 
120, 121, while signaling and parity is clocked into the 
registers 130, 131. At the end of such 1300 nanosecond 
interval, the latches 124, 125, 134 are clocked to receive 
the data in parallel and to hold it for reception by the 
high level multiplexer at the appropriate point in the 
sequence. The high level multiplexer in turn receives 
the data from the latches 124, 125, 1311 as well as similar 
latches on three additional cards, in timed sequence, 
thereby to form a continuous stream of 10 bit parallel 
words from each of the channels, each word occupying 
a time slot of 162 nanoseconds. It will be apparent that 
while this is taking place the registers 120, 121, 130, 131 
are loading up a subsequent word, such that the cycle 
repeats continuously to continue funneling information 
from the low level circuit toward the switching ele 
ments of the network. 

Before turning to the parallel to serial portion of the 
circuit, attention will ?rst be directed to the circuitry 
which terminates the cables which implement the 96 
channel serial busses. Recalling that each of these cables 
carries a serial bit stream with pulses only about 162 
nanoseconds wide, and realizing that the cables are 
typically about 30 feet in length, the importance of 
achieving a proper termination will become apparent. 
And in order to satisfy the criteria of providing backup 
equipment for everything beyond the 96 channel serial 
level, it becomes necessary to terminate each cable at 
two locations, further complicating the terminating 
problem. 

Several steps are taken to assure that the data which 
is sent by the originating frames is reliably received 
received at the network. Initially, the terminating im 
pedances for the incoming cables are split between the 
primary and spare blocks, such that with the circuit 
boards for both blocks in place the cable is properly 
terminated, but with one block removed the impedance 
mismatch which is created is tolerable. To accomplish 
that, each of the input lines 115-118, and the corre 
sponding lines in the driver blocks 101-103 have termi 
nating impedances connected to ground which are 
twice the value of the cable characteristic impedance. 
For example, if 100 ohm cable is used as the serial input 
bus, the value of each of the terminating impedances 
140-143 in the resistor pack 144 is 200 ohms. As a result, 
with both the primary and spare blocks in place, there 
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are two of such terminating resistors in parallel, provid 
ing a termination of lOO ohms to match the characteris 
tic impedance of the cable. But with one of the boards 
removed, such as for maintenance, there remains a 200 
ohm terminating impedance, which although providing 
a 2 to 1 mismatch, still achieves a termination which can 
be tolerated, at least for a short period. 
The second aspect of proper termination is illustrated 

schematically in FIG. 2 which shows the incoming 
cables connected to both the primary and spare blocks. 
Focusing on the cable 145 for bus B1, it is seen that the 
cable terminates in the equipment frame near the pri 
mary block 0 where there is formed a junction 146 from 
which emanate cables 147 going to the primary block 
and 148 to the spare. The cable 147 is looped as sug 
gested by the break lines at 1470, such that the length 
from the junction to the back plane connector is equal 
to the corresponding length of cable 148. Accordingly, 
reflections which would otherwise be caused by un 
equal cable lengths are minimized. 
Even with those steps taken, it has been found that 

the incoming data at the receiving drivers is valid only 
for about 50% of each period, that is, for about 80 nano 
seconds of each 162 nanosecond interval. Considerable 
ringing, re?ection and the like is found in the initial 
portion of each pulse which ultimately settles down 
until about the termination of the period when switch 
ing again occurs, causing additional noise. An addi 
tional problem is caused by unequal propagation delays 
in the circuit elements which can render the data unreli 
able near the beginning and end of each pulse. How 
ever, the data has been found to be stable for almost all 
conditions from about the 35% point of the pulse to 
about the 85% point. To take advantage of that fact, the 
clocks L162I' and L324I* are delayed in phase to occur 
about at the 50% point of each 162 nanosecond interval. 
Accordingly, even in the presence of substantial noise, 
data generated at the low level circuit is reliably re 
ceived at the network. 

Turning now to FIG. 4b, there is shown the parallel 
to serial portion of the converter circuit where parallel 
data switched through the network is converted to 
serial for return to the low level multiplexer, for ulti 
mate distribution to the line, trunk and service circuits. 
As noted in general terms above, 8 bits of parallel data 
B0-B7, as well as signaling and parity B8, B9, are read 
out of the information memory and passed through the 
comparator to appear as CMPBO*-CMPB9“ at the input 
of the parallel to serial converter. Resistor packs 
150452 provide the appropriate terminations. The data 
bits CMPBO'-CMPB7" are coupled to a pair of 8 bit 
latches 153, 154, one of such latches serving each of the 
96 channel busses serviced by the particular converter 
circuit. When data for the associated bus, say that ser 
viced by latch 153, appears on the lines, that data is 
strobed into the latch by way of a low level parallel to 
serial strobe pulse LPSSTR‘(X) passed through an 
inverter 156 to the clock input of the latch 153. At the 
same time CMPB8‘ and CMPB9‘ are strobed into a 
latch 159. In like fashion, data is strobed into the pair of 
latches 154, 160 at the appropriate point in the sequence 
by a low level parallel to serial strobe pulse for that 
channel LPSSTR*(X + l) coupled through an inverter 
157 to the clock inputs. About 1300 nanoseconds are 
consumed in loading the two pair of latches just de 
scribed and the 6 similar pair for the additional 6 chan 
nel busses served by a particular network block. The 
other network blocks are also executing the same func 
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tion at the same time. At the end of 1300 nanoseconds, 
the process is ready to begin anew. 

Before that commences, the data in the latches is 
strobed into a set of registers for serialization. The regis 
ter associated with latch 153 is comprised of a pair of 4 
bit registers 161, 162 having the QD output of register 
161 coupled to the J and '15 inputs of the register 162. 
Registers 163, 164 associated with the latch 154 are 
similarly arranged. The register 165 is associated with 
the latch 159 for receiving the signaling and parity bit 
for the first channel, whereas the register 166 serves the 
same function for the second channel. Since there are 
only two bits clocked out of the registers 165, 166 and 
each is sent twice, the A and B inputs are tied in parallel 
as are the C and D inputs. The data from the respective 
latches is loaded into the associated registers, as is the 
data on the other converter cards in the block, under 
the control of a low level load data outgoing pulse 
LLDO, shaped by inverter 168. The data is then clocked 
out of the registers, in the case of the 0 through 7 bits at 
a 162 nanosecond interval under control of a low level 
162 outgoing pulse Ll620* shaped by inverter 169. 
Similarly, the signaling and parity bits are clocked out 
at a 324 nanosecond rate by a low level 324 outgoing 
pulse L3240" buffered by inverter 170. Referring to the 
registers 161, 162, the serial data appears on the output 
line 172 which is connected in parallel to 4 tri-state 
drivers in respective driver blocks 100a-103a (FIG. 4c). 
Such blocks are associated with the input blocks 
100-103 described in connection with the serial to paral 
lel conversion, and form the output portion of the low 
level end of the serial to parallel to serial converter. The 
serial data from the ?rst 8 bit word is connected to a 
driver 174 in the block 100a, as well as to similar drivers 
in the other 3 blocks. The serial data from the registers 
163, 164 is connected to a driver 175, as well as to simi 
lar drivers in the other blocks. The drivers 176, 177 as 
well as their partners in the other 3 blocks receive the 
324 nanosecond signaling and parity information from 
the registers 165, 166 respectively. The mnemomics on 
the drawing indicate the identity of the data passed 
through the respective drivers. For example, the driver 
174 passes parallel to serial PCM data for Group X 
PSPCM*G(X). The corresponding driver in Group 
1020, that is the driver for block 2 passes PSPCM*G(X 
+ 16) that is, the similar group but for network block 2. 
Which of the drivers are active to pass the signal is 

controlled in dependence on the identity of the network 
block in question and the state of NBDIS signal. Ignor 
ing the latter for the moment, the identity, just as in the 
case of decoder 105, is either ?xed or programmable 
depending upon whether the particular card is function 
ing as a primary or spare block. Accordingly, a decoder 
180 is provided which receives the identity codes 
NBIDOFF“ and NBIDIFF“ as inputs to provide a 1 of 
4 output which addresses one of the four blocks 
100a-103a. As described in connection with the de 
coder 105, if the circuit is to function as block 0, the 
inverted 0-0 will be provided at the inputs, that is both 
ID bits will be high, causing the output 181 to go low 
which signal, when coupled through the buffers 182, 
183 enables the tri-state drivers 174, 177. All of the 
other tri-state drivers on that circuit card will be dis 
abled. Accordingly, the parallel data which is received 
from the comparator will be serialized and passed 
through the appropriate ones of the drivers 174-177 for 
return to the cables serviced by block 0. The response of 




















